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CASE STUDY

How Green Building Supply 
boosted revenue 137% with 
accurate marketing attribution

By getting access to their event-level data using 
Snowplow, Green Building Supply built an accurate 
end-to-end attribution model boosting revenue 137% 
and increased new customers from ads by 13x.
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They knew there was a massive consumer base out 
there seeking the kinds of truly eco-friendly 
products they offered. But how could they get a 
foothold in a competitive, online retail business 
when massive, big-box Goliaths dominated the 
market and build their own nationwide reach? 

Enlisting the help of digital growth agency Big Tree, 

and their expertise with Snowplow BDP, GBS 
tackled several challenges: 

• Acquiring the right traffic to the website 

• Optimizing the consumer experience to guide
them through the customer journey through to
purchase 

• Measuring the success of digital marketing
efforts to identify the greatest opportunities for
improvement across the full customer journey

Challenge The online sales process involved some Google Ads, 
but the way tracking worked without Big Tree and 
the fuller picture that Snowplow data could provide, 
a gap remained. Prospective customers were invited 
to order samples online, which many people did, but 
this only ended up illustrating a great number of 
actual transactions and “add to cart” actions, but 
these were all orders for samples, that is, maybe 
300 new customers per month but only maybe 500 
USD in revenue. This reflects the hundreds of the 
two to three-dollar samples people ordered, but 
there was no way to track how many of these 
sample orders turned into actual orders further 
down the line. When actual orders came in months 
later, either over the phone or online, GBS could not 
attribute it to the Google Ad that initially drove the 
customer to request a sample.

Green Building Supply 
(GBS) is a niche 
building supply 
company specialized 
in sustainable, natural 
products that they 
have personally tested, 
operating from the 
American Midwest. 

“We knew the sales cycle was long and somewhat complex, both in terms of the complexity of our product and of 
the lengthy customer journey, making it impossible to do much more than guess how sales were happening. 
Before sinking more resources into digital marketing, we had to be sure we’d get a better handle on this cycle.” 
Aaron Hirshberg, COO, Green Building Supply
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When Big Tree was brought in to overhaul the GBS 
marketing effort and introduce next-level digital 
marketing, they knew how to approach the three 
challenges GBS faced, bringing in their experience coupled 
with Snowplow data.  

Solution

“Many people have this hope that from day one they 
will instantly have all the answers, but Green 
Building Supply has invested in a year-long 
progression of starting by answering one small 
question, and building on the answers 
incrementally and getting to the point where you 
have a meaningful result that empowers you to 
take the next step.” 
David Sinton, Co-Founder, Big Tree Online

• Launched digital marketing efforts: Starting off, Big Tree worked directly on 
the GBS website to improve user experience and guide the customer journey 
on-site to get prospective customers further down the purchase funnel.  

• Digging into how GBS had used Google Ads, Big Tree discovered that the 
company had managed to break even and add some volume to their 
business with their use of ads. But the potential for much bigger growth and 
visibility was clear. 

Big Tree convinced GBS to run some controlled Google Ads experiments 
once their site was improved, which would prove that Google Ads was 
contributing much more to GBS sales than Google Analytics could show. 
Because users could come to GBS through many paths - for example, an ad, 
a purchase from an ad, multiple times through different devices, or multiple 
people within the same household, e.g., one person orders a sample online 
while another phones GBS to ask questions or make a purchase - Big Tree 
wanted to stitch all these divergent pieces of data together to clarify the 
connection between sample-order data and sales data. They just needed to 
know how to find out which samples could be tied to eventual purchases.
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“Once we got the Snowplow data there was this, “Oh my god!” moment. When we 
looked at Google Analytics revenue attribution, even if we doubled it, it might total 
one thing. But then we got the Snowplow data - which is fuller, richer and takes into 
account all the different data sources - for the same thing, and it’s a healthy four 
times higher. The difference was huge when you started to look at the full customer 
journey and stitch it all together.” 
David Sinton, Co-Founder, Big Tree Online

• Most Green Building Supply orders come to completion in a matter of 
months rather than days (e.g., 30 to 90 days), meaning that there may be 
many mitigating factors over time that would affect how they attribute 
their marketing spend. With many different touchpoints, many different 
parties involved, many different devices before the final purchase takes 
place. And this often starts with the ads and the samples.  

• The complexity and length of the multi-channel, multi-device customer 
journey, which includes Snowplow data, phone data (Call Tracking Metrics) 
from several campaign-specific phone numbers, Netsuite data, Google Ads, 
etc., can be a challenge to track. With Snowplow, Big Tree was able to 
completely revolutionize their end-to-end attribution assumptions and see 
the full customer journey over even the longest sales cycle.
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The campaigns produced profound results.  
By quadrupling the digital ad spend, GBS achieved: 

Results

+137%
Revenue:

13x

Increase in new 
customers 
acquired 

through ads:

+106%

Conversion 
rate:

+65%

Organic 
revenue:

+1400%

Paid 
revenue:

Paid revenue 
went from 5% 

of total 
revenue to 

28%

8x

Justified 
increase in ad 

spend via 
Snowplow:

increase

“Using a mix of Snowplow data, the Netsuite 
data, the Google Ads data and Call Tracking 
Metrics data, we were able to build out end-to-
end attribution for Green Building Supply. The 
full customer journey from sample to actual 
purchase. With user data stitching we could 
determine that many different data sources 
were actually attributable to the same person. 
And from this we could go back and say, “These 
campaigns actually generated this much 
revenue holistically across all these channels”, 
which allowed a lot of opportunity to begin to 
optimize those campaigns.” 
David Sinton, Co-Founder, Big Tree Online

“With Big Tree and Snowplow data, we set sales 
records five months in a row from when we 
started the ad tests.” 
Aaron Hirshberg, COO, Green Building Supply
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As Green Building Supply continues their rapid growth, 
they plan to continue using their multi-channel data for 
optimizing both their site and their digital marketing 
efforts.  

As they grow more data-driven, they will likely implement 
easily accessible data dashboarding to help them 
visualize the insights they gain. 

Future

“Complete oversight of the customer journey, and end-
to-end, sample-to-purchase attribution is finally 
possible, and it has been a dream for us for a very long 
time.” 
Joel Hirshberg, President and Co-Owner, Green Building Supply
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If you would like to learn more about how 
Snowplow can help grow your business, 
request a demo.

https://snowplowanalytics.com/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link
https://snowplowanalytics.com/request-demo/?utm_source=case-study&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=gousto&utm_content=text-link

